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Following is script , of broadcast in

1 o'clock Home News to-day by :

Major Eric Linklator.

I was reading, the other morning, some narratives of the B,E,F, in

France, in 1940, and I came across a story of the Oxford and Buckinghamshire

Light Infantry, . •’

On May 27, a battalionof that regiment was holding the little town of

Hazebrouck against a very strong German armoured force,* From early morning till

- late’afternoon the battle lasted, and then the German tanks drove wedges into

the town, and split the defence. Street-fighting continued, and a party of somee

forty' men reached a village about three miles away, where they established then-

selves behind a canal* ;J

■ They were heavily attacked On-the following morning, but presently they
were reinforced by a hundred men of their own regiment who, hearing gunfire, cane

to join the battle* The battle lasted another day, but when evening fold the

Germans had crossed.the canal on either flank, and the little rearguard was

surrounded.,"' ■
,

‘

But an N.C.0,, volunteering to find a way through the German ring,, led

them precariously out of it, .led. then to a wood from which ran the road to the

coast: the road to the Dunkirk beaches
$

to the sea, and home* But the light
Bobs - the survivors of a hundred-and-forty non - were not yet ready to go hone*

They load a rest in the wood, then they- fixed bayonets, and led by their

only walking officer, returned to capture the village by the canal. They were

outnumbered by three to one, but their relentless attack drove- the Germans from

all their strong-points, drove then into the canal - and the village remained in

our hands for ten more critical hours;

That was two-and-a-half years ago, Two-and-a-half years ago we began

again, from the very beginning, the task of building an army: and much of that

army, like the Oxford and Buckinghamshire Light Infantry, has turned its back on

home. In the summer of 1940, when our own defences were hardly stronger than

chicken-wire, the Army had already undertaken to reinforce the Middle East,

Hardly had. we retreated from Norway and Prance when we made ready to light in

East .Africa and the Western Desert,

Then came the little, but useful campaign in Greece and Crete, and a

more fortunate one in Syria; The misadventures in Singapore and Hong Kong were

tragic and deplorable, but in contrast to them were our strong defensive and

precautionary positions in Iceland and West .Africa, in Malta and Gibraltar and

Ceylon*

A huge Italian army was destroyed in Abyssinia; the Germans have been

held on the ground in a long and costly struggle for Egypt; we deftly took

possession of Madagascar, and General Alexander, by his masterly rearguard action

through Burma, allowed the foundations to be laid of another army, a striking army,

in Assam,

In 1940 you nay remember, Mr, Churchill advertised our national

determination to fight and die in the last English dike-. That, however, was not

all. What we were also preparing to do was to fight over half the world; and

out of the nakedness of the land we at once began to make armies that were not

intended to sit and wait for the enemy, but go and look for him. As they have done,.
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